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Since 2004, BIOMA has impacted the lives of over one thousand university students from the United States, Canada, 

the UK, Australia and New Zealand. Through hands on sea turtle conservation efforts, cultural immersion, interactive 

fields studies and experiential learning, students from all around the globe have experienced our life-changing Costa 

Rican Expeditions.  

Costa Rica is one of the greatest travel destinations in the world. In only 31,478 square miles, the country holds 5% of 

the planet´s biodiversity! This amazing fact makes Costa Rica home to an extraordinary wealth of biodiversity. This Pura 

Vida country is also a worldwide leader when it comes to environmental protection and it is also one of the happiest 

countries in the world, at the top of the Happy Planet Index rankings. Furthermore, Costa Rica is one of the most 

important sea turtle research sites worldwide, and a great majority of sea turtle distinguished researchers at one point 

in their careers have trained in Costa Rica. 

  

BIOMA Sea Turtle Program Description 

The Expedition occurs in the Pacific (sunshine) 

Coast of Costa Rica within the Ostional National 

Wildlife Refuge. Ostional, a welcoming community, 

is world-renowned for the natural phenomenon 

known as “The Arribada”. This extraordinary event 

refers to the monthly mass nesting of thousands of 

olive ridley turtles, which occurs all year long for 

approximately 3-5 days. Ostional is one of only 

nine beaches around the world where Arribadas 

take place. Even when arribadas are not taking 

place, sea turtles nest daily. The friendly community 

of Ostional has been active in sea turtle conservation for the past 40 years. The project is focused on analyzing and 

monitoring olive ridley sea turtle nesting behavior in collaboration with the Costa Rica Ministry of Environment. 

Understanding the population fluctuations is crucial for designing effective conservational strategies for this vulnerable 

species. 

During the 12-day Conservation Expedition participants will partner with local researchers to carry out field hands-on 

research. Given our academic focus, participants will learn about sea turtle biology, ecology and conservation from 

experts in the field. BIOMA is also highly interactive with the local community and we value learning through cultural 

immersion. After the project, you have the option to add-on a 3-day adventure pack trip. The adventure option would 

allow you to discover exotic places such as the jaw dropping Rincon de la Vieja National Park and Volcano (UNESCO 

World Heritage Site), as well as the beautiful Samara beach. We pair with professional providers to allow you to partake 

in incredible activities such as, horse-back riding, zip-lining, river- tubing, surfing, kayaking, AND even extra time to rest 

and relax on hot-springs and mud baths in some of the most breathtaking places on earth! 

SEA TURTLE FIELD STUDIES & EXPEDITION 

                    2020 in COSTA RICA 
 

Who we are? 

Our mission is to provide the highest quality sea turtle expedition in Costa Rica. BIOMA is committed to immersing 

each participant into high-level research and conservation efforts with direct interactions with the local community 

and experts in the field. We make change and have fun while doing it! 
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Participant testimonies 

“My BIOMA experience is something that I will never forget. BIOMA expedition is a unique experience because it provides 

so much more than anything that could be obtained in a classroom setting.  I think this experience has helped me grow 

immensely and has had nothing but positive impacts on my life” Carly Kay, UCSB Second Year Biology Major, 2017. 

“This trip exceeded all my expectations; I loved being fully immersed in the culture of Ostional and it’s surrounding towns 

and learning so much about sea turtles in a very hands-on setting”. Katie Hampton, UCSB First Year Biology Major, 2018 

 “The whole experience was fantastic and eye-opening. It was a really rewarding experience, not only the hands-on work 

we did with sea turtles but also the cultural experience of living with my host family. I would definitely recommend this 

Program to my friends”. Ginevra Wright, RMIT Forth Year Biology, 2019 

“This was honestly the best trip I've ever experienced! It made me realize that I do want to work with animals in the future 

and continue my career in biology. Also, this trip is something I can look back on for many years to come and I am more 

inspired to work with animals than I ever have before”. Kiana Otte, Palomar Community College, 2017. 

Program cost  

Sea Turtle Conservation Expedition: Total price for the 12-day Bioma Expedition is US$ 1500. This price includes the 

following: 

Room and board for 12 days, airport pick-up and transport from Liberia, Guanacaste to the project site and back, 

specialist leader/research guide during the entire expedition (24/7), cultural activities, educational activities, local 

exploration activities, materials used during the project, research training and equipment as well as Wildlife National 

Refuge permits.  

Adventure add-on Tour: The Total price for the 3 days packed adventure tour is US$ 495.  

This price includes full private transportation, professional activities providers, permanent group leader, full room and 

board on an highly rated eco-lodge, as well as the following activities: Horse-back riding, zip-lining, river- tubing, 

hiking, waterfall exploration, surfing, kayaking, hot-springs and mud baths. 

The Total for the 15-day Expedition (Sea Turtle Expedition + Adventure component) is US$ 1995. 

We have inspired and enhanced the academic and travel experience of over one thousand participants, and we 

do it through experiential learning, community immersion and hands on research and conservation of sea 

turtles 
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